Specialization and group size: brain and behavioural correlates of colony size in ants lacking morphological castes
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Group size in both multicellular organisms and animal societies can correlate with the degree of division of labour. For ants, the task specialization hypothesis (TSH) proposes that increased behavioural specialization enabled by larger group size corresponds to anatomical specialization of worker brains. Alternatively, the social brain hypothesis proposes that increased levels of social stimuli in larger colonies lead to enlarged brain regions in all workers, regardless of their task specialization. We tested these hypotheses in acacia ants (Pseudomyrmex spinicola), which exhibit behavioural but not morphological task specialization. In wild colonies, we marked, followed and tested ant workers involved in foraging tasks on the leaves (leaf-ants) and in defensive tasks on the host tree trunk (trunk-ants). Task specialization increased with colony size, especially in defensive tasks. The relationship between colony size and brain region volume was task-dependent, supporting the TSH. Specifically, as colony size increased, the relative size of regions within the mushroom bodies of the brain decreased in trunk-ants but increased in leaf-ants; those regions play important roles in learning and memory. Our findings suggest that workers specialized in defence may have reduced learning abilities relative to leaf-ants; these inferences remain to be tested. In societies with monomorphic workers, brain polymorphism enhanced by group size could be a mechanism by which division of labour is achieved.

1. Introduction

Multicellularity and sociality are two of the major evolutionary transitions [1], and both transitions led to a great diversity in group size [2]. Group size is positively correlated with the degree of reproductive and non-reproductive division of labour in multicellular organisms (e.g. volvocine algae [3] and ants [4,5]). Individuals in a group can specialize on a set of tasks required for the efficient functioning of the group, leading to division of labour. Morphological differentiation can occur among ant castes, but most eusocial societies show division of labour with little morphological differentiation among individuals [5,6]. In ant species with morphologically similar workers (monomorphic ants), colony organization depends on task partitioning that emerges from body-size-independent behavioural specializations of the individuals [6]. Typically, when a colony has few individuals, all workers perform similar tasks; but as a colony grows, workers become increasingly more specialized in specific tasks. Theory predicts higher task specialization in larger colonies [5,7,8], but empirical studies to date have generated conflicting support [9–11].

Anatomical modifications of the brain and peripheral nervous system can underlie behavioural specialization [12], and because neural tissue is energetically costly, the relative size of brain regions is thought to correspond to each region’s relative importance for behavioural performance [13,14]. For example, humans working in professions that require efficient spatial orientation
(e.g. taxi drivers) have enlarged posterior hippocampi (a brain region involved in spatial memory) compared with humans working in professions that do not require efficient spatial orientation [15]. Workers of social insects specialized in tasks requiring different sensory or cognitive abilities may also have neuroanatomies that reflect their behavioural specialization. The brain also undergoes developmental changes during ageing in ants, especially in the integration centres of the brain—in insects called mushroom bodies (MBs) [16–18]—but there are also age-independent changes in the brain, which are primarily induced by experience [17].

Two hypotheses explain how group size could affect brain size and anatomy: the ‘task specialization hypothesis’ (TSH) and the ‘social brain hypothesis’ (SBH). The TSH proposes that, as group size increases, both task specialization and the relative size of brain regions required to perform those tasks also increase [19]. In contrast, the SBH proposes that living in larger social groups imposes greater requirements for cognitive processing, leading to larger brains in workers engaged in any task, and specially to enlarged integration centres in the brain, such as MBs [20–22]. This hypothesis assumes that individuals recognize other members of the society as individuals (i.e. using individual-level signals), rather than as members of a group (i.e. using group-level signals), which would increase the need for increased memory and learning as society size increases [19,23]. In social insects, the effect of social life on brain size and anatomy has been tested by comparing solitary and social species [24], and by comparing facultatively social and monomorphic social species [25], and by comparing facultatively social and monomorphic social species [25]. Monomorphically social species in their solitary and social phases [25]. Monomorphically social species in their solitary and social phases [25].

We evaluated the TSH and the SBH in the monomorphic acacia ant (Pseudomyrmex spinicola; electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Acacia ants are obligate associates of acacia plants (genus Vachellia, formerly Acacia): they nest in hollow spines of the host tree, forage on food bodies (called Beltian bodies) and nectar produced by the plant, defend the tree against herbivores, and kill encroaching vegetation [26–28]. Workers show site fidelity and behavioural differences according to the site on the host plant where they work: workers at the base of the tree stand motionless with the head directed downwards (electronic supplementary material, figure S1a), which stand motionless with the head directed towards the ground, as described previously [27]. From these worker counts, we calculated measures of foraging and defence specialization as the number of ants with a colour-mark re-sighted on the same location (trunk, leaves) where they were originally marked, divided by the total number of ants observed with that colour-mark (electronic supplementary material, table S1) that included defence and foraging specialization, and numbers of outside workers and tree spines.

2. Material and methods

(a) Study site

We conducted the study at Parque Natural Metropolitano (8°59’N, 79°32’W), Panamá City, Panamá, between July and September, 2011. We studied colonies of P. spinicola ants living on acacia trees, Vachellia collinsii (formerly Acacia collinsii). Typically, each tree is inhabited by a single colony of ants with one queen.

(b) Task specialization

Site fidelity in P. spinicola is associated with behavioural differences in task specialization [29]. We measured task specialization as the percentage of workers that were found working on the same task as when they were originally marked on a previous day (detailed methods in the electronic supplementary material). To obtain those percentages, we marked and recounted after 24 h (i) workers foraging for Beltian bodies (electronic supplementary material, figure S1c) and (ii) workers defending the base of the trunk (electronic supplementary material, figure S1b), which stand motionless with the head directed towards the ground, as described previously [27]. From these worker counts, we calculated measures of foraging and defence specialization as the number of ants with a colour-mark re-sighted on the same location (trunk, leaves) where they were originally marked, divided by the total number of ants observed with that colour-mark (electronic supplementary material, table S1) lists sample sizes for each of the 17 experimental ant colonies.

(c) Colony size

Because colony size is correlated with tree size in obligate plant-associated ants [30], we used tree diameter and number of spines with an entrance hole as proxies for colony size. Using the records of marked ants (electronic supplementary material, table S1), we also estimated the number of workers outside the spines with the Petersen method of mark–recapture [31]. To assess the effect of colony size and task specialization on brain morphology, we summarized size-dependent traits in a single variable called ‘colony-size-related traits’, which was defined as the first factor of a principal component analysis (electronic supplementary material, table S2) that included defence and foraging specialization, and numbers of outside workers and tree spines.

(d) Behavioural assays

To test whether differences in behaviour between leaf- and trunk-ants increased with colony size (second assumption of the TSH), we assessed the reactions of marked ants towards food and intruders. We recorded whether workers stored or discarded food, following Amador-Vargas [29]. We also recorded whether marked ants attacked or ignored intruder leaf-cutter ants (Atta colombica) that were placed on the tree. The TSH predicts that, as colony size increases, the probability of discarding food increases in trunk- and leaf-ants, and that trunk-ants are more likely to attack the Atta intruders, and leaf-ants more likely to ignore the intruders. Details of the behavioural assays and statistical models are provided in the electronic supplementary material.

(e) Brain anatomy

To obtain brain measurements of ants from colonies of different size, we collected leaf- and trunk-marked ants from eight colonies, and brought them alive to the laboratory for histological preparation (see the electronic supplementary material). By coding section images (figure 1a), brains were measured blind with respect to colony identity and type of ant. We obtained volumetric measurements of brains (leaf-ants, n = 29; trunk-ants, n = 34) from digital three-dimensional reconstructions of the histological sections.
using RECONSTRUCT software [32] (figure 1b). To evaluate how colony-size traits correlated with other non-neural morphological trait, we also measured the head area (figure 1c) of trunk-ants (n = 51) and leaf-ants (n = 43; see the electronic supplementary material). We used generalized linear models to test for homogeneity of slopes between trunk- and leaf-marked ants on a regression of the colony-size-related traits (described above) and the relative brain-region volume (see the electronic supplementary material). To correct for multiple comparisons, we used false discovery rates [33] calculated using the q-value function of the package ‘qvalue’ in R [34]. We also report effect size as partial omega-squared (ω²_p) with 95% CI, calculated with the package ‘boot’ in R [35].

3. Results

(a) Site fidelity and colony size

Observations support the assumption of the TSH that behavioural specialization increases with colony size. The proportion of trunk-ants re-sighted on the trunk was strongly correlated with the estimators of colony size: number of workers (figure 2a), spines on the tree (figure 2b) and tree diameter (figure 2c). In contrast, the proportion of leaf-ants re-sighted on leaves did not correlate with the three estimators of colony size (figure 2d–f). We also analysed the dataset excluding the largest colony, because there was a gap in the size range of sampled trees (between 60 and 113 spines; figure 2a,d); in that case, foraging specialization positively correlated with number of spines (r = 0.62, p = 0.01) and workers (r = 0.49, p = 0.051), but not with tree diameter (r = 0.40, p = 0.11); defence specialization still correlated with number of spines (r = 0.69, p = 0.003), workers (r = 0.58, p = 0.01) and with tree diameter (r = 0.57, p = 0.02). The proportion of trunk-ants re-sighted on the trunk did not correlate with the proportion of leaf-ants re-sighted on the leaves; defence specialization in a colony therefore did not correlate with foraging specialization (electronic supplementary material, figure S2; r = 0.38, p = 0.12), but the correlation is marginally significant when excluding the largest colony (r = 0.43, p = 0.08).

(b) Behavioural assays

We did not find evidence that, as colony size increased, differences between trunk- and leaf-ants increased in the reactions towards food or intruders, as predicted by the TSH. Specifically, the likelihood of workers to discard experimental Beltian bodies decreased as foraging specialization increased, but this decrease depended on the type of ant. For trunk-ants, a 1% increase in foraging specialization decreased the odds of discarding by 4% (exponentiated β = 0.96, CI: 0.90–0.98) whereas for leaf-ants, the odds of discarding increased by 0.03% (β = 0.003, CI:0.01–0.06). Defence specialization did not have an effect on the probability of discarding food (electronic supplementary material, table S3 and figure S3a). In the intruder test (presenting an Atta worker), the odds of attacking were 2% lower for leaf-ants than for trunk-ants, but these odds were not affected by foraging specialization or defence specialization (electronic supplementary material, tables S4 and S5, and figure S3b,c).

(c) Brain anatomy

Colony-size-related traits had a marginally significant effect on total brain volume that was different between leaf- and trunk-ants (figure 3; interaction term, F1,59 = 3.3, p = 0.07): total brain volume of trunk-ants increased with colony size-related traits (r² = 0.35, CI: 0.018–0.61, p = 0.04), whereas total brain volume of leaf-ants was not affected by size-related traits (r² = 0.08, CI: −0.44 to 0.28, p = 0.65). Descriptive statistics for mean relative volume of different neuropiles are shown in the electronic supplementary material, table S6. Head area showed a positive correlation with colony size (figure 3b; F1,93 = 16.05, p < 0.0001, ω²_p = 0.14, CI: 0.04–0.25), regardless of the type of ant (interaction of colony size and ant type, F1,93 = 2.23, p = 0.14, ω²_p = 0.010, CI: 0–0.064). The correlation of three brain regions within the MB’s calyces and colony size-related traits was task-dependent (figure 4), which supports the TSH but not the SBH. The tip of the median and lateral calyces (figure 4a,b) and the collar of the lateral calyx (figure 4c) were relatively smaller in trunk-ants living in larger colonies with more specialized workers than in trunk-ants defending smaller colonies. Conversely, for leaf-ants, those same regions increased in relative size as colony size increased (figure 4 and table 2). The interaction between colony-size-related traits and type of ant explained about 18% of the variation in lateral lip volume, and 8.5% and 5.6% of the variation in medial and lateral collar, respectively.

Figure 1. Acacia ant (Pseudomyrmex spinicola) transverse brain section and ventral view of head. (a) Brain section highlighting some of the measured neuropiles including: the lamina (la), lobula (lo) and medulla (me) of the optic lobe and the olfactory lobe (ol). In the mushroom bodies, we measured the lip and collar of the lateral (llip and lco) and medial calyces (mlip and mco); the vertical lobe (alpha; not visible) and medial lobe (mlo, beta). (b) Neuropile dimensions of brain sections were used to generate three-dimensional reconstructions of the brain regions to obtain volumetric measurements. Colours correspond to the neuropiles shown in the section; the vertical lobe (vio), not visible in the two-dimensional section, is shown here. (c) Ventral view of the head showing in blue the contour used to calculate the head area, excluding eyes and mouthparts. (Online version in colour.)
Correlations of sensory neuropiles in the brain with colony-size-related traits were not affected by task specialization, which supports the SBH and not the TSH. The relative volume of some regions within the optic lobes slightly increased with colony size: the lamina and medulla tended to be larger for workers living in larger colonies, regardless of task, although colony size explained, respectively, only 4% and 3% of the variation, and the confidence intervals for effect size include zero (lamina: $F_{1,30} = 3.56, p = 0.06, \alpha_C^2 = 0.04, CI: 0–0.19$; medulla: $F_{1,30} = 2.90, p = 0.09, \alpha_C^2 = 0.03, CI: 0–0.17$; electronic supplementary material, figure S4). MB lobes (electronic supplementary material, figure S5) and olfactory lobes were not statistically correlated with colony-size-related traits, and they did not differ between leaf-ants and trunk-ants (table 2).

4. Discussion

The observed effects of colony size on worker behaviour and brain anatomy in the acacia ant P. spinicola support the TSH (increased behavioural specialization in larger colonies may generate anatomical specialization of worker brains), rather than the SBH (increased levels of social stimuli in larger colonies lead to enlarged brain regions in all workers, regardless of their task specialization). Larger colonies exhibited more specialized workers engaged in defence (figure 2) and to a lesser degree in foraging (when excluding the outlier large colony). This increased specialization in defence and foraging in larger colonies was correlated with task-dependent anatromical changes in the relative volume of brain regions, specifically in subregions within the integration centres (MBs), as predicted by the TSH.

Table 1. Effect of foraging specialization on the log odds of discarding food (log odds of discarding = $\beta_0$ intercept + $\beta_1$ ant type (leaf-ants = 1) + $\beta_2$ foraging specialization + $\beta_3$ ant type $\times$ foraging specialization), from a generalized estimating equation. For trunk-ants, the odds ratio of discarding food with a unit increase in foraging specialization is $\exp(\beta_2) = 0.96$; for leaf-ants, the odds ratio is $\exp(\beta_2 + \beta_3) = 1.0003$. Significant values are in bold and marginally significant values are in italics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>factor</th>
<th>estimate (log-odds)</th>
<th>s.e.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_0$ intercept</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>45.87</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$ ant type (trunk-ants are reference, i.e. when leaf-ants = 0)</td>
<td>-3.04</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$ foraging specialization</td>
<td>0.0425</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$ ant type $\times$ foraging specialization</td>
<td>0.0428</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Behavioural tests of task specialization hypothesis

Behavioural observations confirmed one of the two assumptions of the TSH: that task specialization increases with colony size. Our measurement of task specialization depends on site fidelity (re-sighting an ant on leaves or trunk to perform site-related tasks), and fidelity to a site in the colony therefore may facilitate task specialization [36,37]. Specifically, when acacia ants return to the same site to work after

Figure 2. Proportion of trunk-ants or leaf-ants that were re-sighted working on the same tasks as on the previous day, in relation to colony-size parameters ($n = 17$ colonies). Re-sighting of an ant performing the same task is a measure of behavioural specialization. The specialization of trunk-ants increased with number of (a) tree spines, (b) workers and (c) tree diameter. Leaf-ants were not more specialized (d) in trees with more spines, nor (e) in colonies with more workers, nor (f) in trees with greater trunk diameter. Correlations of foraging specialization with number of spines and workers are statistically significant when excluding the largest colony (see text).
Figure 3. Absolute (a) brain volume ($n = 63$ brains, eight colonies) and (b) head area ($n = 98$, eight colonies) of acacia ants performing tasks on the trunk (triangles) or foraging on leaves (circles) of the host tree, as a function of colony-size-related traits (see text). The shaded area represents 95% CI for the linear fit. As colony size and task specialization increased, absolute brain volume tended to increase more for trunk- than for leaf-ants, while head size increased equally for both types of ants. (Online version in colour.)

Figure 4. Relative volume of regions within the mushroom body’s calyces, for trunk (triangles) and leaf-ants (circles), as a function of colony-size-related traits (see text). Trunk-ants in smaller colonies have relatively larger volume of (a) lateral lip, (b) medial lip and (c) lateral collar than when living in larger societies. Conversely, those same brain regions are relatively larger in leaf-ants living in larger societies. (d) The medial collar did not change with colony-size-related traits for either of the two types of ants. (Online version in colour.)
spending the night inside the spines, they are exposed to the same stimuli and less frequently to other stimuli, which presumably induced the observed behavioural and neuro-anatomical differences. In large colonies, a higher fidelity to a particular tree site and exposure to task-related stimuli correlated with the behaviour of workers: trunk-ants are more likely to discard food and are more prone to attack intruders than leaf-ants [29]. These observations support the first assumption of the TSH.

A second assumption of the TSH is that colony size enhances behavioural differences among workers. Trunk-ants were more likely to discard food (consistent with the TSH), but contrary to the expectation of the TSH, the likelihood of discarding food was affected not by the degree of defence specialization but by the degree of foraging specialization. In other words, trunk-ants were less likely to discard food when there were fewer leaf-ants on the trunk. The growth of ant colonies engaged in obligate mutualism with plants is largely limited by food provided by the host tree [30], and large colonies of acacia ants are often seen collecting food bodies from nearby acacia saplings [28]. Hence, a possible explanation for the decrease in the likelihood of discarding food could be that large colonies preserve (rather than discard) food more effectively because of their high food demands; this explanation remains to be tested. Likewise, in the intruder assay, leaf-ants were less prone to attack than trunk-ants, but contrary to the TSH prediction, this behavioural difference was not affected by colony size. Colonies may be able to tolerate leaf-ants that ignore some intruders, but trunk-ants must be less tolerant, because the fitness of the entire colony largely depends on how trunk-ants guard and defend the acacia tree [26]. Therefore, although we tested only two behaviours that could be affected by colony size, observations did not support the assumption of the TSH of increased behavioural differentiation between workers in larger colonies.

(b) Brain anatomical tests of task specialization and social brain hypotheses

Worker subcaste differences in brain anatomy agree with predictions of the TSH, and are inconsistent with the SBH. The MBs are crucial for testing the SBH, as they are involved in multisensory integration, memory and learning, which would be of larger size for processing the increasing social stimuli in larger colonies in all society members, regardless of task specialization [19,38,39]. In contrast to this prediction of the SBH, but consistent with the TSH, we found a task-dependent effect of colony size and specialization on the relative size of regions within the MB’s calyces (figure 4).

A decrease in the relative size of MB with defence specialization was previously unknown for monomorphic workers. Specifically, we observed a decrease in the regions for integration of olfactory and visual input. Only one other study on wasps documented the effects of aggressive behaviour on the volume of brain regions, but this study reported an increase, rather than a decrease, in the size of the MB’s calyces and in the ratio of lips to Kenyon cell bodies [40]. Studies of other ant species with workers specialized in defence (e.g. Di霸气optera [41]) may be useful in understanding whether this is a general trend among social insects. In contrast, the observed increase in those same MB regions for foragers is congruent with findings in other social insects, such as Camponotus ants and honeybees [17,42].

What are the behavioural implications of relatively larger or smaller lips or collars in the MB? MBs, in general, are involved in multimodal sensory processing [38,43], context generalization [44], problem solving and decision making [45]. Specifically, the MB’s calyces receive sensory input, whereas the lobes are mostly output areas (although they also receive some input). Within the calyces, the lips are the regions where axons from projection neurons of the olfactory lobe synapse with dendrites of Kenyon cells, whereas the collars have direct visual input from the medulla and the lobula of the optic lobe [46]. The observed patterns therefore suggest for P. spinicola that workers specialized in defence in large colonies may show reduced olfactory-related processing (e.g. learning, decision making). Future behavioural studies should compare learning abilities between workers specialized in different tasks.

The observed correlation between colony size and brain anatomy also has important implications for the symmetry and function of the MB’s calyces: the observed changes in
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**Table 2.** $F$-statistics, $p$-values and effect sizes (partial omega-squared, $\omega^2$) of a general linear model interaction term between type of ant (leaf- or trunk-ant) and colony-size-related traits (see text). Significant $p$-values after correction for false discovery rate are in bold. Confidence intervals for estimated effect sizes are in parentheses.
relative size of lip and collar in foragers and workers involved in defence were stronger on the lateral than on the medial calyx. Previous studies on axon projections have documented mirrored projections to both calyces, and therefore they are expected (and often assumed) to be symmetrical [17,47–49]. However, foraging experience had stronger effects on the medial than on the lateral calyx of bumblebees [50]; and asymmetry between calyces has been argued to increase with colony size and worker polymorphism [51]. These results underline the need in future studies to distinguish between calyces when studying brain anatomy, and to explore the respective functional differences.

Although previous studies have shown that workers from some species with larger colonies have larger brains [18,52], we did not find evidence in P. spinicola of an increase in absolute brain size with colony size. Instead, we found a small task-dependent effect of colony size on absolute brain volume (interaction between colony size and type of ant explained 3.4% of the variation). Head size increased with colony size for both leaf- and trunk-ants. Hence, in larger colonies, workers were overall larger, but foragers had relatively smaller brains, which agrees with predictions of the TSH, but also with the known general trend that larger animals have proportionally smaller brains [12]. This result implies that other structures inside the head capsule (e.g. glands, muscles, infrabuccal pocket) may be relatively larger in foragers from larger colonies, a pattern observed also in larger castes of polymorphic ants [17,18].

One potential shortcoming of our study is that we did not know the workers’ age. Working with colonies in the field makes it difficult to track the activity and age of each individual, which prevented us from directly assessing the age effects on neuroanatomy. If worker age is responsible for the observed behavioural plasticity, then age differences between task-specialized workers should also be greater in larger colonies, which is currently unknown. However, even if ants specialized in different tasks differed in age in our experiments, the conclusion is still valid that colony size has a task-dependent effect on the neuroanatomical differentiation among workers (where the effect could be mediated by age). Understanding the role of worker age in field colonies is one of the challenges in future studies testing effects of task specialization and colony size on worker behaviour and brain anatomy.

5. Conclusion

The SBH and the TSH propose contrasting effects of social life and group size on brain regions [19,38]. We tested both hypotheses in the same species of acacia ants, without the confounding effects of the worker external morphology or natural history differences that complicate comparative studies using other species. Our study shows that workers exhibit greater task specialization as group size increases, especially in defence tasks, which confirms the main assumption of the TSH. In addition, the task-dependent effect of colony size on brain anatomy agrees with predictions of the TSH. Processes underlying learning and memory should be the focus of future studies testing effects of society size on behavioural specialization and neuroanatomy.
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